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Comments

AutoModerator[M]  [score hidden] 19 February, 2019 03:47 PM stickied comment 

Why are we quarantined? The admin don't want you to know.

Register on our backup site: https://www.trp.red and reserve your reddit name today.

I am a bot, and this action was performed automatically. Please contact the moderators of this subreddit if you
have any questions or concerns.

UnleashYourLife • 15 points • 19 February, 2019 05:16 PM 

If you had the opportunity to write a book that would save just a couple people from their encroaching demise,
would you have written it?

The glaring issue I found in his analysis, is the obvious cynicism about the success of the book. It's coming from
a capitalistic mindset where the only thing that matters is success. If the book is unsuccessful - in this case
waking up majority of women from the degeneracy and brainwashing, then what's the point in writing it? You
won't get the big bucks anyway, so who cares right? The point here is that in some situations, profit isn't be-all
and end-all.

Even if five to fifteen out of thousands manage to absorb the message, that's five to fifteen lives saved. It's not a
big fat zero. And yea, sometimes I wish more people would accept and learn the truth, but that's wishful
thinking. Lies are easier to swallow because they don't leave a bitter after taste...

Hyper_Sonik • 2 points • 20 February, 2019 03:15 AM 

The question is, will the women who read his book be successfull? Will the book bypass a woman's
hypergamy? Just because a book sold x amount of copies doesn't mean it's message was successful.

Izzenw • 3 points • 21 February, 2019 12:30 PM 

Roosh is getting black pilled . You can see this on everything he writes latelly. Its a matter of time untill he goes
full MGTOW

RedForEducation • 6 points • 19 February, 2019 08:07 PM 

This would explain his latest set of weird hipster photos. After reading all those female self help books, he took
an estrogen hit.

I hope he recovers soon. I miss old roosh

wendysNO1wcheese • 8 points • 19 February, 2019 08:39 PM 

You obviously haven't been watching any of his live streams.

RedForEducation • 2 points • 19 February, 2019 10:07 PM 

I don't want to ruin my impression of him

wendysNO1wcheese • 5 points • 19 February, 2019 11:08 PM 

Do you jerk off to him or something?
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RedForEducation[M] • 1 point • 19 February, 2019 11:11 PM 

Is this the part where we flex on each other?

wendysNO1wcheese • 5 points • 19 February, 2019 11:15 PM 

No, it's the part where I made a joke.

RedForEducation • 1 point • 20 February, 2019 12:50 AM 

Fair enough ���

wendysNO1wcheese • 2 points • 20 February, 2019 12:57 AM 

I wouldn't dare flex on a mod here anyway, haha.

This is one of the last bastions of sanity on reddit.

Hyper_Sonik • 1 point • 20 February, 2019 03:21 AM 

Well women like you should just stand back and watch....

RedForEducation • -1 points • 20 February, 2019 01:00 AM 

Also, Roosh is super homophobic, he says anal is a gateway to the gelay

cupshadow • 1 point • 23 February, 2019 03:28 AM 

Does anyone really believe woman will want to listen to Roosh, the infamous "PUA rapist" or any advice to
control hypergamy for that matter?

LordMarkStark • 0 points • 21 February, 2019 01:52 PM* 

Why is he even doing this. It sounds futile and whimsical. Guys might be able to change their behavior but girls
will keep doing whatever it is this fucker didn't like about them in the first place.

I know a lot of people on this site hate women or specific things about them, hell I don't even come here at all,
but wake up - most women are pretty decent, there's dead-beat women out there sure too. Most girls know what
they want more than men. And part of the reason is they are dished up a lot of stuff they don't like quite a lot so
it gets easy by process of elimination to work out what she does want (though its never specific maybe)...and
being emotional you will trigger a girl, be it your sisters or friends at school, etc a lot and they will learn things
over time. The trouble is not women - its society if anything, should there be a problem. The net is cast too
narrow here, these social creatures can't be expected to change wholesale. Its true a lot of what a women DOES
want is often obscured over the course of her life for one reason or another, and when she does HIT upon what
she does want (not career minded stuff, maybe) she is often surprised and happy, pinching herself. Telling her to
act in a certain way is overstepping the bounds in order to adjust her world-view. of course women are human
too they're not full-on idiots

I'd hazzard a guess that unless a woman is a politician then her world-view is irrelevant. But anyway.

This is this roosh guy being silly or trying to exert his dominance in a "i'll show you" kind of way. Its the
ultimate extension and expression of that.

The best way I can put it. If he doesn't like women then he does not like himself or his current self, or his mother
or father I don't know. But whatever the answer is: Its that simple. They don't need advice unless its to a specific
mans taste after they are into a guy (or what he likes, like so many girls say they like camping: they hate it but
will do it to serve a guy and his interests because she likes to be involved or they grow to like it because 'habit' or
it shares things she is into like the social aspects/sport/fun... this is how girls are, they are more feminine when
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they are fish out of water being taught, or you know they were taught instead of some innate ability, maybe her
dad took her camping when she was young, but to say girls are born 'liking' camping is another thing; of course a
girl will want to know a guys interests as it projects what kind of fun she may have in the future, but when
talking about it she will say "oh no I just like a guy who is into things...and will talk about different aspects of
things because she may not want to be selfish or thats not the point of the conversation)

So.... you can never tell these background things about a girl - roosh just tries to fuk them, maybe he should
listen to them properly, not all women advice is daft, a lot is and a lot is like what roosh is trying to tell them but
in reverse, unless its advice on what another guy did "Oh john used the large spanner I don't know which one,
but the large one" THAT kind of advice. but if a woman tried to give me world-view advice I would tell her to
fuck off. But think: you don't think women dont ask their mums and friends for advice? Whats one to do - read
the book and adhere to it and be alienated from friends, family etc, or go full-cult and try to convert them?

I mean I don't like full-time pouty women and bitches, but its pretty simple. There's nothing inherently wrong
with girls themselves, yes there is something wrong with extremism and feminism in general but those are
ideologies - NOT sexes.

But superficially on the surface and related to the topic of changing women... whats the point - you just like how
she looks and acts, walks, talks, a bit of brains is good, so look.... without being a dictator she might change
things like you like her hair longer/blonder, and she still might tell you to fuk off because a sausage is hanging
out over there for whatever he has currently got, you can never tell. Thats half the fun, man! Instead of trying to
make all chicks the same, embrace that they are different. She would only do this to please you. lol then change
it back when it grows out. Don't kid yourself women give a flying fuk about you, even if you look as good as I
do. They don't care about you in the way you think you care about yourself as in "I am all that matters". Thats
too much to ask of anyone to place another above them even in marriage - this is why people work things out
and compromise, etc.

Its easy. She should not have to change her world-view, just her hair or some shit.

A book like this is not my idea of what he should be doing.

Three things:

He either didn't write this book for the reasons he claims, if indeed he has mentioned anything of that1.
nature

If this book sells even 100 copies I will be surprised.2.

His views are no more special than the next persons. Except he has a very colored past and denigrates.3.

If you want to help someone, help your sister or something, they had the same father, dude. Its freaking stupid.

Writting books like that are the antithesis of whats needed. Its more likely he is trying to reach new markets.
Simples.

https://thenewdaily.com.au/news/people/2016/02/03/roosh-v-women/

Look at how delusional he is. So is the book an attempt by him to play by the rules.

I mean this crap is irrelevant in most walks of life anyway, and even the community this guy seems overstated.

Sometimes assholes just need to learn to be more nice and sometimes you just have to let people have their
views. As if it matters.

There's a kind of effect called the snow-blind effect. I see it in various related things. Anyway women are way
too diverse and fickle. In their feminist hives they may all sound alike, but you get them out on a date and she is
just a chick. Is this guy claiming now he wants to reach each and every one of them?
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It seems like he is struggling for dates. He is probably undatable at this point. Because of his mental state and
past treatment. Is this why the book has emerged I don't know. These strong middle-eastern-esq values are a
major turn off to FUCKING WAKE UP ROOSH - even bitches in the middle east, mate!

only trying to be helpful.

cupshadow • 1 point • 23 February, 2019 03:37 AM 

I don't believe you really understand the full concept of hypergamy and AWALT for that matter.

LordMarkStark • 1 point • 28 February, 2019 03:08 AM 

its a simple concept. It just gets way more discussion time than is necessary.
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